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Abstract— The judgement of meat quality through image processing with automatic fuzzy logic based classifier is proposed. Grading of 

meat will be based on the marbling formation present on the sample carcasses. The number of clusters of marbling and their areas will be 

obtained using MatLab Image Processing Tool. The resulting fat-to-meat ratio will then be used as the input parameter to the fuzzy logic 

controlled classifier system. The paper generally aims to produce an automatic system that will be able to process, analyze and sort the 

meat samples according to their palatability condition.    

Index Terms—Classification, Fuzzification System, Fuzzy Logic, Image Processing, MatLab, Marbling Structure  

——————————      —————————— 

1 INTRODUCTION                                                                     

Meat tenderness is one of the primary considerations to meet 
the consumer satisfaction. It is one of the factors that affect the 
palatability of a meat. The governing body, U.S. Department 
of Agriculture (USDA), has come up with the standardized 
meat quality grading process that assesses and evaluates 
carcasses. The color, marbling and surface texture are the key 
factors used by trained expert graders to classify carcass 
quality. Of all factors, the marbling score is regarded as the 
most important indicator [1]. The marbling is the 
intramuscular fat within the meat. Graders evaluate the 
amount and distribution of marbling and serve as the primary 
determination of quality grade products. Since the 
classification of meat marbling score largely depends on the 
subjective visual sensory of graders, the estimation on the 
same meat region may differ. Thus, developing an objective 
system of marbling grading independent on subjective 
estimation is imperative in meat industry.  
 
There is a definite need in the meat industry and market 
chains for quick, objective and reliable methods, able to 
measure parameters, connected to these quality properties. 
 
Machine vision and image processing technology are 
considered as the most effective methods in automatic 
identification of marbling grades [2]. In automatic 
identification, the first thing is to precisely segment meat 
marbling. Different research groups applied different 
approaches to manage this problem. Shiranita et al. (2000) 
segmented greyscale images by neural network [2].  
 
 

In some publications, the marbling structure was analyzed as 
well [3-5]. In order to achieve the development in grading 
process, these studies highly recommend the innovation and 
expansion of the area of methodologies and experimental 
procedures. In the study, the utilization of image processing in 
the process of marbling scoring was introduced. Results 
obtained from the process were then used as inputs to the 
automatic classifier controlled by fuzzy logic.    

2 RESEARCH METHODS 

The study, Meat Marbling Scoring through Image Processing 
with Fuzzy Logic Based Classifier, is divided into two parts: 
(1) the image processing; (2) fuzzy logic based classifier. 
Through the use of image processing, the marbling formation 
of meats were numerically defined and exported as inputs to 
the classifier. With the fuzzy logic based system, the samples 
were distinguished and grouped according to the analyzed 
results and defined parameters.  
 
2.1 Sampling Procedure 

A total of sixty (60) meat samples were gathered and used as 
experimental subjects in the study. Each sample has a length 
of 3inches, width of 3inches and thickness of 1inch. 
Photographic samples were gathered through the use of an 
8mp cellphone camera, each captured with 4inches vertical 
distance on a white background. Collected samples were then 
used in the image processing to extract needed experimental 
data using MatLab Image Processing Tool.   

 
 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Fig. 1 Sample Image of Banknote 
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2.2 Preprocessing 

This part includes the development of any optical character 
recognition (OCR) system which prepares images for the 
subsequent phases. In this phase, each image samples were 
converted into grayscale and into binary attributes after the 
denoising process. Through the conversion, the sample under 
analysis will be cleared of unnecessary noises and objects 
included in the image. Results were shown in Figs 3 and 4. 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 3 Grayscale Attribute of Meat 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 4 Binary Image of Meat 

2.3 Image Segmentation 

The binary attribute of the image was obtained to 
make the marbling formation more noticeable. A threshold 
value was obtained using the graythresh function. This 
process lessen the unwanted counts of objects that can directly 
affect the whole analysis, i.e. make the study less accurate or 
even fail considering the standard meat quality grading. 
Image segmentation is the process of dividing an image into 
multiple parts. This is typically used to identify objects or 
other relevant information in digital images [6]. In the context 
of image processing, it is important to be able to extract 
features, describe shapes, and recognize patterns[7,8]. It 
examines the geometrical structure of an image by probing it 
with small patterns, called structuring elements of varying 
size and shapes. This procedure results in nonlinear image 
operators which are well-suited to exploring geometrical and 
topological structures. A succession of such operators is 
applied to an image in order to make certain features 
apparent, distinguish meaningful information from irrelevant 
distortion by reducing it step by step. The sample image was 
first processed to extract the background. By doing so, 
detection of desired objects in the image will be more accurate. 
With the grayscale and binary attributes obtained, 
morphological opening was used to estimate the background. 
After setting the value of background, it was then subtracted  
 
to the binarized sample image using imsubtract function. Fig.5 
shows the extraction of background. 

 
2.4 Object Detection 

After undergoing image type conversion and segmentation, 
the binarized image was then processed to detect the objects 
on the sample. Perceived objects were then referred to as the 
fats or marbling formation of the meat samples. In this phase, 
the data acquisition started and the number of clustered fats 
was obtained. Detection of objects was performed using 
bwconncomp which counts all connected components 
(objects) in the binary image. A similar study was conducted 
to determine the estimated location in an indoor position. It 
used a closest coordinate scheme wherein the locations are 
already set. A location was determined if the Euclidean 
distance of each points are computed [9]. 

2.5 Area Calculation of Marbling Formation  

The area of each detected objects were then calculated with 
ranges set to identify or distinguished the marbling from 
unnecessary noises. Region props returns measurements for 
the set of properties specified by properties for each 8-
connected component (object) in the binary image [4]. With 
the given range for the marbling, the indexes (idx) were 
obtained at specific set of measurements and had been used to 
compute the fat-to-meat ratio or marbling score of the meat 
sample.  

2.6 Computation of Marbling Score   

After acquiring the areas of each detected marbling 
formations, the summation of all the results was computed. It 
was then used to obtain the marbling score using the equation: 

 

 

 

2.7 Fuzzy Logic Based Classifier 

Fuzzy logic is an approach to computing based on "degrees of 
truth" rather than the usual "true or false" (1 or 0) Boolean 
logic on which the modern computer is based [5]. In this 
study, fuzzy logic was used to automatically distinguish and 
classify the meat samples based on their computed marbling 
ratio. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Fig. 4 Input Membership 
Function 

Fig. 5 Output Membership 
Function 

 
Input parameter was divided into three (3) subgroups: 1.5-
13%, 14-30% and 31-100%. These subgroups indicate the 
percentage ratio of the fat to meat which was obtained 
through the image processing. On the other hand, output 
membership function was divided also into three (3) parts: 
High Quality of Meat, Fair Quality of Meat and Poor Quality 
of Meat. The subgroups indicate the quality of the meat based 
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on the predefined conditions (Rule Function). 

2.8 Rule Setting for the Classification Process 

“Fat is the source of flavor in meat and is particularly 
important to characteristics of species flavor variations”. The 
different flavors among beef, pork, chicken, turkey, and lamb 
come from fatty components. Fatty tissues give them specific 
flavor profiles. Fat acts as one of precursors of flavor by 
combining with amino acids from proteins and other 
components when heated. When fat melts, it releases flavors 
and gives sudden burst of these flavors. Fat consists of a 
glycerol molecule linked by ester bonds to three fatty acids 
and is termed as triacylglycerol or triglyceride.  
 
Lipid content of muscle varies from 1.5% to 13% [5]. Although 
most of lipids are present in adipose tissues, some called 
marbling and found intracellularly in muscle fibers has the 
most important roles in meat quality. Marbling is 
intramuscular fat that is deposited within muscle in loose 
network of perimysial connective tissues, between the muscle 
bundles. Marbling has much stronger and more predictable 
effects on juiciness and flavor than tenderness. This 
intramuscular fat was thought to accumulate in the finishing 
phase of growth, but recent research has suggested that 
marbling increases linearly overtime. Practically, marbling 
score has great effect on meat tenderness and cooking quality. 
Because marbling melts over meat surface, moisture of meat, 
and therefore meat juiciness, is maintained during cooking. 
Moreover, melting marbling leaves a porous structure in meat 
and helps improve chewing ability. In beef, marbling mostly 
determines total beef quality. Marbling is usually considered 
as “cooking insurance” of meat. 
 
The  process  of grouping  objects  that have  the  same  
features is  called classification [10]. In order classify the 
carcasses according to their quality, a rule or predefined 
conditions must be set. These rules will be the working 
principles of the designed system. Depending on the rule, the 
fuzzy classifier will automatically sort, distinguish and classify 
all input data into each corresponding classes. Figure 8 shows 
the rule viewer of the system.  

3 RESULT AND ANALYSIS 

The use of image processing and fuzzy logic was proposed to 
be implemented in the meat marbling scoring. Due to the need 
in the industry, technological processes like this were proven 
to be vital part to the improvement and automation of the said 
field. A total of 60 sample images of meat were obtained and 
processed using Matlab. The whole study was divided into 
two parts: image processing and the fuzzy logic classifier. On 
the first part, converted binary images were used to obtain the 
number of clusters of marbling formation, area of each 
detected elements and the ratio of fat to meat. 

3.1 Observation Analysis 

Forty test data were processed and has been numerically 
analyzed. The total number of detected clusters, the total area 
and ratio (in percentage) were enough to score or judge the 
meat quality. The carcasses’ quality was judged based on the 
intensity and the uniformed pixelization pattern of marbling 

or fat within the surface of the meat. The study was able to 
produce desirable values that are needed to automatically 
classify the meat samples. The experimental carcasses’ fat-to-
meat rato ranges from 0.8% to 70% which the study can infer 
to as inputs for the next phase of the system, the fuzzy 
classifier.  
 

3.2 Classification of Meat Samples 

The accumulated results from the image processing were used 

as the input for the fuzzy logic based classifier. The input will 

be classified into three classes: High quality meat, Fair quality 

meat and Poor quality meat, all according to the ratio 

percentage computed by the system. Through this process, 

automation of meat sorting was btained.  

4 CONCLUSION 

The utilization of artificial intelligence has been proven an aid 
to the increasing demand of the continuous evolution of 
technology. The study generally aimed to provide a new 
innovative way of assessing traditional occurrences which 
could bring benefit to majority. Introducing this kind of 
methodology will eventually lead to radical system of dealing 
with everyday lives. The proponent envisions a more 
practical, accurate, and timely results especially with the 
study’s scope, meat quality grading. If proven to be more 
relevant, the use of computer technology to the industry will 
surely grant a success and mastery of the needed operations. 
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